
Servol Hospitality Training Programme 

Food and Beverage service 

 

Instructions: 

Choose the response that is corrector that best answers the question. 
 

1. Which of the following is NOT an item found in the bar? 

A. Lemons B. Water Goblet C. Blender D. Consommé cups 

 

2. The mixing method used in making a Virgin Pina Colada is 

A. Shake and strain  B. Blend  C. Muddle  D. Build 

 

3. There are _____ categories of glassware. 

A. 1  B. 2  C. 3   D. 4 

 

4. When handling glassware, you should always pick them up from the… 

A. Rim  B. Stem  C. Foot  D. Bowl 

 

5. A Boston shaker is used for: 

A. Straining soups before service 

B. Mixing cocktails 

C. Preparing special kinds of hot beverages 

D. Serving sauces to the guests. 

 

6. The glass shown would be best used when serving 

A. Freshly squeezed juice 

B. A blended drink 

C. Tropical drinks 

D. Soft drink  with ice 

 

 

 

7. Which one of the following glasses does not have a stem? 

A. Flute  B. Snifter  C. Irish Coffee  D. Collins 

 

8. What is the name of the bar tool used for mashing ingredients? 

A. Crusher  B. Muddler  C. Mallet  D. Pestle 

 

 



 

9. Name the parts of the glass below.  

 

 

10. A waiter’s friend is a … 

A. Cleaning cloth to quickly wipe up spills 

B. Cloth used when providing silver service 

C. Tray used to carry glassware and cutlery 

D. Corkscrew used to extract wine corks. 

 

11. Identify the following garnishes. 

 

      

________________ 

     

 



 

12. Identify the following tools and equipment. 

           

 

 

                         

 

 

13. When garnishing a drink for a customer, it is important to 

A. Ask the customer for their preference. 

B. Only use fresh ingredients. 

C. Use tongs instead of your fingers. 

D. Only use lemon slices in mocktails. 

 

14. Glassware should be polished with 

A. Lint-free cloth 

B. Paper napkins 

C. Your apron 

D. A tea towel 

 

15. The bartender is cleaning a blender and separated the jug from the base. The next step 

to clean the base of the blender involves. 

A. Immersing the base in water 

B. Wiping the base down with a tea towel 

C. Wiping the base down with a clean damp cloth 

D. Running hot water over the base 

 

 

 



16. How should a bartender reduce the waste of perishable garnishes? 

A. Ask the customer if they want their drink garnished 

B. Re-use any garnishes that have been returned to the bar 

C. Prepare only what is required for that immediate service 

D. Prepare garnishes for the whole day and store half in the fridge. 

 

17. Which glass is most suitable for serving a fruit punch? 

A. Flute 

B. Martini 

C. Highball 

D. Hurricane 

 

18. The standard cocktail glass is often referred to as  

A. Old fashion  

B. Hurricane 

C. Liqueur 

D. Tulip 

 

19. A customer comes to the bar and asks for a Piῇa Colada. What is  

the base liquor _________ 

the modifying agent __________and  the special flavour ___________?  

 

20. Give the name of three (3) popular Vodkas. 

1. _____________________ 

2. _____________________ 

3. _____________________ 

 

21. Tequila is made from  

A. Agave 

B. Aloes 

C. Bromeliads 

D. Pineapples 

 

22. What is the main ingredient in making Vodka> 

A. Rice 

B. Potatoes 

C. Sugar cane 

D. Barley 

 

 

 

 



23. What is the difference between liquor and liqueur? 

A. The spelling of the word 

B. One is sweet and one is not 

C. The colour is different 

D. None of the above 

 

24. When making the Pink Lady cocktail, what ingredient is added to get the pink colour? 

A. Strawberry 

B. Pomegranate 

C. Raspberry 

D. Grenadine 

 

25. Soup is a liquid food, is it served on the right or left side of the guest? 

A. Right 

B. Left  


